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Recent Developments
Affecting Federal Contractors
Sonni Fort Nolan
sonni.nolan@huschblackwell.com
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PHASE I:

March 24, 2014 Requirements
• Online Application: Add Notice of Applicant Rights
• Send Labor Organization Notices of your Company's
Commitment to Taking Affirmative Action
• Modify EEO Tag Line in Job Advertisements
– Minority/Female/Disabled/Vet or M/F/Disabled/Vet

• AA/EEO Policy: Must State top US Official Supports
Policy

PHASE I:

March 24, 2014 Requirements
• Update EO clause in contracts, purchase orders, etc.
– Must be exactly the wording provided and in BOLD

• Include Updated Language in State Job Postings

• Notify Subcontractor and Vendors

PHASE II:

Plan Year Beginning After March 24,
2014
 When do we have to comply with Phase II?
 Examples:
ࡳ AAP Year starts January 1-then must implement January 1,
2015
ࡳ AAP Year starts March 1-then must implement March 1,
2015
ࡳ AAP Year starts April 1-then must implement NOW

PHASE II:
Plan Year Beginning After March 24, 2014

VEVRAA
• Pre-Offer and Post-Offer Self-Identification Forms
• 7.2% hiring benchmark-entire workforce
• Update Annually Several Quantitative Comparisons for
the Number of Veterans Hired

PHASE II:
Plan Year Beginning After March 24, 2014
 Disabled Self-Identification Form

ࡳ MUST use the OFCCP/OMB approved form
• 7% incumbency goal for disabled
employees
– Compare that by Job Group Unless Less than 100
Employees

• Maintain Data for 3 Years

Latest News
Amended Executive Order 11246
• Prohibits Retaliation for Pay Discussions
• Doesn't apply to HR, Comp people, etc.

• Increased Hourly Pay of Employees of Federal
Contractors to $10.10

COMING ATTRACTIONS

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Time for That Compensation Audit?
• Advancing Pay Equality Through Compensation Data
Collection

Healthcare Providers
• Protecting Health Care Providers from Increased
Administrative Burdens Act (Proposed House Bill)

The NLRB Opinion Everyone Is or
Will Be Talking About
Terry Potter
terry.potter@huschblackwell.com
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“Organized” Football

NLRB Update
 D.R. Horton (class arbitration waivers)
ࡳ
ࡳ
ࡳ

Denied enforcement – 5th Circuit
Next step – Supreme Court
Other courts continue to reject

Register Guard (e-mail access/use)
 Briefing solicited for Purple Communications, Inc.

General Counsel Memo 14-01
 Weingarten Expansion

ABA Mid-Winter Meetings
 Handbooks/Work Rules
 Guidance not coming
 Gotcha not helpya

New Election Rules
 Hearings held in April

OSHA's Local Emphasis Programs & Tips
for Improving Safety/Health Compliance
Brad Hiles
brad.hiles@huschblackwell.com
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OSHA's Local Emphasis Programs
in Missouri
 Bloodborne Pathogens
 Grain Handling Industry
 Recycle & Scrap Material Hazards (General
Industry)
 Powered Industrial Trucks (Construction &
General Industry)
 Missouri Workers' Compensation

OSHA's Local Emphasis Programs in
Missouri (continued)
 Amputations
 Region-wide Problem Solving Initiative on Falls,
Scaffolds, and Electrocutions from Overhead
Power Lines in Construction
 Work Places with Noise and Respiratory
Hazards
 High Hazard Work Places Safety Inspection

OSHA'S Local Emphasis Programs
in Southern Illinois
 Building Renovation-Rehabilitation
 Fall hazards in Construction and General
Industry
 Powered Industrial Vehicles
 Grain Handling Facilities
 Tree Trimming Operations

Improving Compliance Tip #1
(Eliminate Prior Violation Conditions)
 OSHA keeps a database of your citations,
company-wide. Your subsidiaries and affiliates
may be included.
 The database is publically available.
 To locate your history, use our handout,
"Obtaining a History of Your Company's OSHA
Citations."
 Your past citations should be on a "compliance
audit checklist" for all company facilities.

Improving Compliance Tip #2
(the 10 Most Frequently Cited Standards
in your Business Sector)
 OSHA keeps a database of the standards most
frequently violated, categorized by Standard
Industrial Classification Codes ("SIC Codes").
 Diligent OSHA Inspectors will examine the list in
your SIC Code before arriving at your plant.
 The lists are publically available.
 To locate the Top 10 list, use our handout,
"Obtaining a List of the 10 Standards Most
Frequently Cited by OSHA in Your Industry."

Improving Compliance Tip #3
(Injury and Illness Logs)
 OSHA's leadership believes there is widespread
cheating by employers.
 In our experience, there is widespread
confusion, not cheating.
 300 Logs and Workers' Compensation files are
routinely examined during all inspections.
 Citations and penalties are on the rise.

Improving Compliance Tip #4
(Strain Relief)

Be Safe
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EEOC Guidance on Issues From Religious
Accommodation to Severance Agreements
A.J. Weissler
aj.weissler@huschblackwell.com
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EEOC Guidance: Religious Garb and
Grooming in the Workplace
 The EEOC issued new guidance and a fact sheet on
March 6, 2014.
 General Guidelines:
ࡳ An employer must accommodate an employee's garb or
grooming habit that is based on a sincerely held religious
belief, unless it creates an undue hardship.
ࡳ An employer cannot retaliate against an employee who
requests a religious accommodation.

EEOC Guidance: Religious Garb and
Grooming in the Workplace
Employersmayneedtoaccommodateemployees
whowearreligiousclothingorarticles.

IslamicHijab

ChristianCross

SikhTurban

EEOC Guidance: Religious Garb and
Grooming in the Workplace
Employersmayneedtoaccommodateemployeeswho:

observeaprohibition
againstcertaingarments

oradheretoshavingor
hairlengthrequirements.

EEOC Guidance: Religious Garb and
Grooming in the Workplace
 Before being required to accommodate, employers
must have notice that a practice is religious and needs
accommodation.
 Often, accommodation requires exceptions to the
employer's neutral dress and appearance codes.
 Employers cannot exclude an employee from a position
based on a discriminatory customer preference.

EEOC Guidance: Background Checks
 The EEOC and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
issued joint guidance on March 10, 2014.
ࡳ The EEOC enforces federal antidiscrimination laws.
ࡳ The FTC enforces the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA),
which regulates the use of information acquired by
employers from a consumer reporting agency.

 Before getting background information:
ࡳ EEOC: Fairly choose whose backgrounds to check.
ࡳ FTC: Give notice and get the employee/applicant's signed
permission.

EEOC Guidance: Background Checks
 Using background information:
ࡳ EEOC: Accommodate when issues are linked to disability,
and take special care when basing employment decisions
on background problems that may be more common
among people in certain protected classes.
ࡳ FTC: Provide notice before and after any adverse
employment action based on the background information.

 Disposing of background information:
ࡳ EEOC: Retain for one year (or until case concludes).
ࡳ FTC: Dispose of the information securely.

EEOC Guidance: Severance Agreements
 EEOC v. CVS Pharmacy, Inc., 1:14-cv-00863 (N.D. Ill.
filed Feb. 7, 2014).
 The EEOC alleges CVS's form separation agreement
violates Title VII by discouraging filing of charges
and/or cooperation with EEOC investigations.
 The EEOC sued despite the separation agreement's
specific language that allows the employees to file
charges and participate in EEOC investigations.

EEOC Guidance: Severance Agreements
 The EEOC challenges each of the following provisions:
ࡳ Cooperation clause
ࡳ Non-disparagement clause
ࡳ Non-disclosure clause
ࡳ General release of claims
ࡳ No-pending-actions clause
ࡳ Covenant-not-to-sue clause
ࡳ Breach-by-employee clause

BREAK
15 Minutes
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Affordable Care Act
Latest Concerns for Employers
Alan H. Kandel
alan.kandel@huschblackwell.com
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Topics
 Insurance Market Reforms
 Cadillac Tax
 Play or Pay Penalties

Breaking Development
 New COBRA notices

Insurance Market Reforms






No lifetime or annual coverage limits
No rescission of coverage
Coverage of children to age 26
No exclusion for preexisting conditions
No excessive waiting periods

Insurance Market Reforms
Steve

Insurance Market Reforms
 IRC 4980D ($100 per day "with respect to each
individual to whom such failure relates") – exceptions for
reasonable cause
 Beginning in 2016, A-Penalty
 Suit by participants, beneficiaries,
fiduciaries
 DOL enforcement

Cadillac Tax
 IRC 4980I: 40% of "excess benefit" beginning in 2018
 Excess benefit means employer-provided coverage that
costs over a threshold amount: $10,200 for self-only
coverage; $27,500 for family coverage
 No regulations yet on calculating cost – use COBRA
premiums for projections

Cadillac Tax
Affects employers providing rich health
benefits
 Begin to address now to minimize shock to employees
 Increase out of pocket maximums, charge coinsurance for
office visits, increase costs for ER visits

Collectively bargained multiemployer plans
 Legislative relief?
 Will plan be able to pass on penalty to employers?
 How to address in upcoming contract negotiations?

Play or Pay Penalties
Two separate penalties
 IRC 4980H(a)—the "A-Penalty"
 IRC 4980H(b)—the "B-Penalty"

Play or Pay Penalties
A-PENALTY
General rule: An employer must offer "minimum essential
coverage" to at least 95% of its 4980H-defined full-time
employees and their children up to age 26
Penalty: $2,000 times the number of full-time employees
minus 30
Triggered only if a full-time employee receives a premium
tax credit from enrolling in individual coverage in a public
exchange
No requirement that coverage be affordable or provide
"minimum value"
No requirement to offer spousal coverage

Play or Pay Penalties
A-Penalty Transition Relief
 Employers with 50-99 full-time employees or equivalents: delay
until the first day of the 2016 plan year – consider controlled and
affiliated service group
 No A-Penalty if plan offers minimum essential coverage to at least
70% of full-time employees and children through the end of the
2015 plan year
 No A-Penalty for 2015 based solely on the failure to offer required
child coverage so long as the employer "takes steps" towards
satisfying the requirement
 Number of full-time employees the
A-Penalty is calculated on is reduced
by 80 rather than 30

Play or Pay Penalties
B-PENALTY
General rule: An employer must offer coverage that is both
"affordable" and "minimum value" to full-time employees
Penalty: $3,000 per year per affected employee
Triggered only if a full-time employee receives a premium
tax credit from enrolling in individual coverage in a public
exchange
Affordability is measured against the
lowest-cost self-only coverage option
that is minimum essential coverage
and provides minimum value

Play or Pay Penalties
B-Penalty Transition Relief
 Employers with 50-99 full-time employees or
equivalents: delay until the first day of the 2016 plan
year

The Latest Legislative Updates
Brittany Falkowski
brittany.falkowski@huschblackwell.com
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Federal Unemployment Insurance
Integrity Act
 States must require employers to:
ࡳ Timely and adequately respond to state agency's
request for information for initial claims
ࡳ Not establish a pattern of failing to timely and
adequately respond

 Penalty: increased benefit charges and higher
taxes

Federal Unemployment Insurance
Integrity Act
Missouri's Law
• "Adequate" = response
allows agency to reach
final conclusion
• "Pattern of failing" =
repeated documented
failure to respond (more
than 2 or 2%)
• "Timely" = postmarked on
or before due date

Illinois' Law
• Employers must protest
in 10 days
• Does not define
"pattern of failing" or
"adequate response"

Pending Missouri Legislation
 SB 510 – MO Unemployment Act
ࡳ Would change the definition of "misconduct"
y Current Standard: "wanton or willful disregard of
employer's interests"
y Proposed Standard: "knowing violation of the
employer's rules"

ࡳ Bottom Line: Violating employers' rules =
disqualification unless rule is not consistently
enforced

Pending Federal Legislation
 Fair Employment Protection Act of 2014
ࡳ Would overturn Vance v. Ball State University, 133 S.
Ct. 2434 (June 24, 2013)
ࡳ Would change definition of "supervisor" for purposes
of vicarious liability to:
1. individual with authority to take tangible
employment actions; or
2. individual with authority to direct employee's daily
work

Pending Federal Legislation
 Family and Medical Leave Inclusion Act
ࡳ Would allow employees to take unpaid leave to care
for same-sex spouse, domestic partner, parent-in-law,
adult child, sibling, grandchild, or grandparent

 Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA)
ࡳ Passed Senate on November 7, 2013
ࡳ Would add sexual orientation and gender identity to
list of protected categories

JUDICIAL
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The Eighth Circuit Weighs in on
the Executive Exemption
Joe Glynias
joe.glynias@huschblackwell.com
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Executive Exemption
$455* per week

Primary duty is management of the enterprise or department

Customarily and regularly directs the work of two or more other employees
Authority to hire or fire; OR
particular weight given to the employee's recommendations:
Hiring

Firing

Advancement

Promotion

Any other
change of status

Madden v. Lumber 1 Home Ctr., Inc.

The Plaintiffs
TerryMadden

RebeccaO'Bar

DougWortman

• PreͲopening:
• Assembledshelves
• Received
merchandise
• PostͲopening:
• Completeddata
entrytasks
• Assistedcustomers
inthelumberyard
• Unloadedtrucks
• Collectedtrash

• PreͲopening:
• Assembledshelves
• Stocked
merchandise
• PostͲopening:
• Workedinthe
lumberyard
• Workedin
shipping/receiving

• PreͲ andPostͲ
opening:
• Waitedon
customers
• Helpedloadtrucks
• Onoccasion,would
direct truckdrivers
onwheretomake
deliveries

Hiring Process
Mortonmadeallhiring
andfiringdecisions

Generallyaskedallof
theemployees–
supervisorsand hourly
– iftheyknewthe
applicant

NOPARTICULAR
WEIGHTGIVENTO
SUPERVISORS

Lessons from Madden
Notanunreasonablyhighburden– BUTITEXISTS
• "[M]anydifferentemployeedutiesandlevelsofinvolvementcanworkto
satisfythisfourthelement"
• Immaterialthatemployeehas"nocontrolovertheultimatehiringand
personneldecisions"
• Needonlyshow"involvementinatleastone personneldecision"

Intended dutiesarenotenough;mustshowactual
performance
• NoproofthatMaddenandO'Bar evergaverecommendations
• Sizeofanenterprisematterswhenconsideringthefrequency

Cases From the Supremes
Laura Staley
laura.staley@huschblackwell.com
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Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002
 Section 1514A provides civil action to
protect against retaliation.
ࡳ "No [public] company . . ., or any . . .
contractor [or] subcontractor . . . of such
company, may [take adverse action]
against an employee . . . because of
[whistleblowing activity]."

Lawson v. FMR LLC
 Allegation: Fidelity statement filed with SEC
misrepresented how portfolio managers were
compensated.
 Issue: Does SOX allow retaliation lawsuits only
by the employees of the public company, or by
those of its contractors as well?

United States Supreme Court
 Held: Whistleblower protection includes
employees of a public company's private
contractors and subcontractors.
 Impact: Closed loophole but gives plaintiffs'
attorneys additional incentives to pursue
aggressive litigation against privately held
companies.

Templemire v. W&M Welding, Inc.
 Facts: Employee discharged for failing to
perform work tasks and brought workers'
compensation retaliation claim against employer.
ࡳ Employee appealed jury verdict for employer.
 Issue: Should the standard for workers'
compensation retaliation be exclusive causation,
for which 30 years of precedent exists, or
contributing factor?

Supreme Court of Missouri
 Held: Employee must demonstrate that his or her
filing of a workers' compensation claim was a
contributing factor to the employer's discrimination
or the employee's discharge.
 Impact: Expands potential liability for Missouri
employers. Be even more cautious before taking
adverse action against employees who have
exercised WC rights.

The Latest & Greatest of Social Media
Bob Tomaso
bob.tomaso@huschblackwell.com
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HOT Issue With The NLRB
 National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) administers
the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).
 Applies to unionized and nonunionized workforces.
 Does not apply to state or federal government.
 Employees have a right to engage in "concerted
activities" for "mutual aid or protection."

A New Helpful Case
 Gatto v. United Airlines
ࡳ Individual plaintiff deactivated social media (Facebook
account) evidence that contradicted damage request after
defendant company subpoenaed records
ࡳ Sanctions against plaintiff (draw negative inference against
plaintiff) "spoliation instruction"

NLRB Approved Policy Language
"Employees are prohibited from posting or displaying
comments about coworkers or supervisors or the
Employer that are vulgar, obscene, threatening,
intimidating, harassing, or a violation of the
Employer's workplace policies against
discrimination, harassment, or hostility on account of
age, race, religion, sex, ethnicity, nationality,
disability, or other protected class, status, or
characteristic."

Gulliver Schools v. Snay
 Court voids $150,000 settlement in an age discrimination
case for breach of confidentiality agreement.
 "Mama and Papa Snay won the case against Gulliver.
Gulliver is now officially paying for my vacation to Europe
this summer. SUCK IT."

Putting Pen to Paper – Arbitration &
Restrictive Covenant Agreements
Randy Thompson
Randall.thompson@huschblackwell.com
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Types of Restrictive Covenants
 Employee non-solicitation agreement
 Customer/client non-solicitation agreement
 Non-competition agreement
– Based on industry, geography, time and/or specific
clients/customers

David Darr v. Roberts
Marketing Group, LLC
2014 WL 1595846 (Mo. Ct. App. April 22, 2014)

 Unemployment compensation awarded to individual who
quit due to refusal to sign non-competition agreement.

C.L.E.A.N., LLC v. Division of
Employment Security
405 S.W.3d 613 (Mo. Ct. App. 2013)

 Non-competition agreement undermined employer's
claim individuals were independent contractors, not
employees.

Central Trust and Investment
Company v. SignalPoint Asset
Management, LLC
422 S.W.3d 312 (Mo. 2014)

 Court rejected trade secret theft claim where
electronic and hard copy client lists were put in
safe deposit box.
"Although SignalPoint performed services for and bills people
who were once Central Trust or STC clients and who eventually
became clients of Kennedy and SignalPoint, there is no support
in the record that SignalPoint had any way of knowing which of
Kennedy's clients are new clients and which are former clients
of STC or Central Trust."

Baier v. Darden Restaurants
420 S.W.3d 733 (Mo. Ct. App. 2014)

 Arbitration agreement not enforceable where company
did not sign it (where agreement provided a company
signature line).

Your Trusty Favorite:
Recent FMLA Cases
Kate Heideman
kate.heideman@huschblackwell.com
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James v. Hyatt Regency Chicago
Seventh Circuit, February 13, 2013
 Facts: Employee on FMLA leave submitted
conflicting documents regarding his ability to
return to work. As a result, employer failed to
return employee to work at employee's first
request.
 Issue: Does an employer violate the FMLA by
failing to return an employee to work who is
unable to perform the essential functions?

James v. Hyatt Regency Chicago
Seventh Circuit, February 13, 2013
 Holding: An employer is not required to return an
employee to work if the employee cannot perform
the essential functions of his/her position with or
without a reasonable accommodation.
 Impact: If an employee provides conflicting
information, an employer can delay the return to
work without violating the FMLA. Employers should
make a good-faith effort to resolve the dispute.

Walker v. Trinity Marine Products
Eighth Circuit, July 19, 2013
 Facts: Employer was concerned about
employee's ability to perform the job and
required employee to use FMLA leave until
being released to work by her physician.
 Issue: Does an employer interfere with an
employee's FMLA rights by forcing the employee
to take FMLA leave?

Walker v. Trinity Marine Products
Eighth Circuit, July 19, 2013
 Holding: An employee has no cause of action for
FMLA interference related to forced FMLA leave
unless the employee attempts to take FMLA leave in
the future and is denied.
 Impact: Improperly designating leave under the
FMLA will only result in an interference claim if an
employee is denied leave later for a serious health
condition. But be aware of the ADA.

Escriba v. Foster Poultry Farms, Inc.
Ninth Circuit, February 25, 2014
 Facts: Employee requested vacation to care for
a sick parent. Employee declined leave other
than vacation leave. Employee failed to return
to work and did not call the company after her
approved vacation.
 Issue: Is an employer required to designate
leave as FMLA when an employee affirmatively
declines FMLA leave?

Escriba v. Foster Poultry Farms, Inc.
Ninth Circuit, February 25, 2014
 Holding: An employer will not violate the FMLA
by failing to designate leave as FMLA if an
employee affirmatively declines FMLA leave.
 Impact: Makes it unclear whether an employer
can designate leave as FMLA against an
employee's wishes.

Thank you
Seminar materials can be found on the firm's
website…
www.huschblackwell.com
under "Business Insights"

